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Keep Your Pet Happy, Healthy, and Home

Whether you have a dog, cat, or bird, providing regular, life-long veterinary care is important to having a healthy pet and a healthy family. Always spay or neuter, and microchip your cat or dog. Keep up with your pet’s vaccines, deworming, and flea and tick control. Provide your pet with a good diet, fresh water, clean bedding, and exercise. By keeping your pet healthy, you keep yourself and your family healthy. Regular veterinary visits are essential to good pet health.

Enjoy Your Pet!

There are many health benefits of having a pet. A pet is like having a friend who lives with you! Pets love to spend time playing with you. Cats are acrobatic when playing with toys or even a piece of yarn. Dogs love to go outside to chase balls or to take a walk. Exercise helps keep your pet fit, and it’s good for you, too.

Healthy pets = healthy people!
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Find all the words from the word list that a pet needs to stay happy, healthy, and home.

**Word List:**
- FOOD
- WATER
- SLEEP
- EXERCISE
- A HOME
- VACCINES
- COLLAR
- ID TAGS
- BATH
- RULES
- LOVE

**Color Us:**

---
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Keep pets **safe** during the holidays. Don't let them play with small things around the house like decorations, ribbon and wrapping paper. They might accidentally swallow them.

**Color us**

[Coloring pages of Christmas decorations and pets]

---
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Tick-tac-toe!

Color us

Word Scrambles

Directions: To find the answer to the mystery phrase, you must unscramble the solution underneath!

What do you call a cat with eight arms?

NA TOCO-SPUS

What is a dog’s favorite city?

EWN KEIROY

What do you get if you cross a cat with a canary?

DESDREHD TEWTE
Always ask your parent or guardian if you can pet a dog. Then ask the dog’s owner. When you have permission from both people, walk slowly up to the dog and pet it in the chest area to give it a chance to know you.

Don’t go near a pet when they’re eating. Give them space until they’re finished.
It’s very important for your pet to have things like a collar, identification (ID) tags and microchip in case they ever get lost. It will be easy to find them!

Draw a path through the maze to help bring Fido home
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